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THE LAW SCHOOL

I.

OFFIOERS OF ADMINISTRATION

Acting President of the University, HARRY PRATT JUDSON, Haskell Museum, First Floor, Room 10.
University Recorder, ALONZO KETCHAM PARKER,. Haskell' Museum, First Floor, Room 11.
The University Chaplain, CHARLES RICHMOND HENDERSON, Cobb Lecture Hall, Third Floor, Room 16.
The University Registrar, THOMAS WAKEFIELD GOODSPEED, Cobb Lecture Hall, First Floor, Room 7.
The Secretary to the President, HENRY PORTER OHANDLER, Haskell Museum, First Floor, Room 10.
The Dean of the Law School, JAMES PARKER HALL, Law Building, Third Floor, Dean's Office.

The
The

II.

THE FACUVfY

HARRY PRATT JUDSON, A.M., LL.D., Acting President of the University.
JAMES PARKER HALL, A.B., LL,.E., Professor of Law; Dean 0/ the Law School.
FLOYD RUSSELL

MECHEM, A.M., Professor of Law.

ERNST FREUND, PH.D., J.U.D.,. Professer ofLaui,
HORACE KENT TENNEY, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law.
JULIAN WILLIAM MACK, LL.B., Professor 01 Law.
CLARKE BUTLER WHITTIER, A.B., LL.B.,

Professor 0/ Law.
LL.B., Associate Professor 0/ Law.

HARRY AUGUSTUS BIGELOW, A.B.,

HENRY VARNUM FREEMAN, A.M., Professorial Lecturer on Legal Ethic8.
CHARLES EDWARD KREMER, Professorial Leeturer on Admiralty' Law.
FRANCIS WARNER PARKER, A.B., LL.B., Professorial Lecturer on Patent Law.
FRANK FREMONT REED, A.B.,

Professorial

Lecturer

on

Oopyright

and Trade Mark Law.

JOHN MAXCY ZANE, A.B., Prefeeeorial Lec't.urer on Mining and Irrigation Lase:
PERCY BERNARD ECKHART, 'PH.B., LL.B., Lecturer on Public Service Companies and Carriers, and
'

Damages.
EMLIN McCLAIN, A.M., LL.B., LL.D., Judge 0/ the Supreme Court of Iowa, late Professor
Ohancellor oj the College of Law, University of Iowa (Summer Quarter, 1906).
NATHAN ABBOTT, A.B., LL.B., Professor 0/ Law and Dean of the Law Department, Leland

of

Law and

Stanford Jr.
University (Summer Quarter, 1906).
EDWIN HAMLIN WOODRUFF, LL.B., Professor of Law, COrnell University (Summer Quarter, 19(6).
WALTER WHEELER COOK, A.M., LL.M.,. Professor of Law, University' of Missouri (Summer Quarter,
1906).
ALBERT MARTIN KALES, A.B., LL.B., Associate Professor of Law, Northwestern University (Summer
Quarter, 1906).
HAROLD DEXTER HAZELTINE, A.B., LL.B., J.u.n., Lecturer in Law,Oambridge University,. England
(Summer Quarter, 1906).
.

FREDERICK WILLIAM SCHENK, Librarian.

III.

ORGANIZATION AND E.QUIPMENT
GENERAL STA:TEMENT

The

of Chicago Law School was estab
lished in 1902. It aims to give a thorough legal train
ing to students whose education. and maturity have
fitted them to pursue serious professional study.
The method of instruction employed
the study and
discussion of cases-is designed to give an effective
knowledge of legal principles and to develop the
power of independent legal reasoning. The course of
study offered, requiring three academic years for com
pletion, is not local in its scope, but constitutes a
thorough preparation for the practice of law in any

English-speaking jurisdiction.

University

By taking advantage
Quarter system (see" General Information," p.6,
below) students may complete the course in two and
of the

one-fourth calendar years.

-

.

Only college graduates or students who have had
college work equivalent to three years in the Univer
sity are admitted as regular students, candidates for
the degree of Doctor of Law (J. D.)* The University
permits one year of law to be counted as the fourth
year of college work, and confers an academic Bache
lor's degree upon candidates 'for J.D. who have com-

*This form of degree (Ju.ris Doctor) has been chosen as appropriate for graduate professional work. after consultation with
other graduate law schools and in the expectation of its adoption by them in the near future.
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one year in the Law School, thus enabling them
to obtain both the academic and the professional

pleted

'in six years.

Mature students of promising
the above requirements
may be admitted as candidates for the degree of
Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) upon the conditions stated
below, pp, 4, 5., under" Admission Requirements" and

degree

ability who

"

cannot

meet

Degrees."

.

It is very desirable that the preliminary education
of law students should include work in History, Eco
nomics, and Political Science, and provision has been
made in the third college year for pre-legal study
devoted chiefly to these subjects.
This course is
not required, but students expecting to study law
are strongly
advised to pursue it
Its suggested
topics are found below, p.7, under "Pre-Legal Courses."

THE LAW BUILDING
The Law School

occupies
building within the
University Quadrangfes, erected especially for it in
1904. It is three stories high, 175 fee·t long, and 80
feet wide, built of stone in the English Gothic style
..

a new

..

On the flrst floor

of architecture.

are

four lecture

rooms, two of which are in

amphitheater form. The
mezzanine floor is occupied by the library stack-room,
connected with the reading-room above by electric
book lifts and designed to contain steel stacks for
90;000 volumes. Opening_ into the stack-room are
studies for members of the Faculty. On the third floor
is the reading-room, a great hall with high tim-

bered 'ceiling, 160 feet long and ·50 feet wide, lighted
all sides by Gothic windows. It has wall shelves
for 14,000 books and provides space for tables accom
modating over 400 readers. Adjoining the reading
In the basement is a
room is the office of the Dean.
smoking-room, and the locker-room containing several
hundred steel-mesh lockers for the use of students.
The building is lighted by electricity, is artificially ven
tilated, is provided with an interior telephone system,
and in every respect is thoroughly equipped for its
on

purpose.

THE LIBRARY
The Law Library
few county court

�ontains 27,000 volumes. Except

decisions, it includes all of the
American. English, Irish, Scotch, Canadian, A ustralian,
New Zealand, and higher Indian reports, with their
digests; all past and present codes and statutory re
visions of those jurisdietions; all English, Irish" and
Bcotchstatutea, and (except the early laws of some of
the older states) the session laws of all the Amertcan
a

states and Canadian provinces; all collateral reporte
and series of classified cases in use; an extensive
collection of treatises, periodicals, trials, and legal
miscellany; and a working library in French, German,
Spanish, and Mexican law.
Btudents in the Law School may use the, other Uni
versity libraries, containing about 400,000 volumes.

PRAf'TIOEl OOURSES" MOOT OOURTS, AND PUELW SPEAKING
To familiarize students with the more 'generally pre
vailing rules of procedure in American courts, courses
in Practice are offered eontinuing through two years.
The course for second-year atudents deals with pro
ceedings in suits before judgment; and t.Jile course for
third-year students Inclades judgments, their enforce
:ment and review, various special proceedings, and the
preparafton of briefs and arguments. Both coureeaare
required of all law students.

A Dumber

o�

law clubs exist which hold Moot
ADMISSION

ADMISSION TO THE PRE-LEGAL COURSE

them altogether twenty-seven Majors (three yeaes) of
credit in the University, will be admitted to the Law
School as candidates for the degree of Doctor of Law
(J.D.). Upon the completion of one year of law and
the satisfaction of the requlrements stated belowvp, 5,
under ." Degrees," they will receive an academic
.

The pre

..

legal

course

University.
required for admission to

is not

Law students
University debating 'societies.
eligible, for the University prize debates, and
places upon the inte!l'coUegiate debating teams.

are

for

REQUIREMENTS,

Admiesion to the pre-legal course is granted to
students who have completed in the University 'or
elsewhere at least eighteen Majors (two years) or
college work. Credit will be given for acceptable
work done in other institutions of collegiate rank.
Such students, after completing enough pre-legal
work (see "Pre-Legal Oourses,' p. 7, below) to give

Bacheloe's degree from the

Oourta with the advice and assistanee of members of
the Faculty. Students are encouraged to form 0'1.' join
these bodies and to take part in their proceedings.
The University courses in Public Speaking and
Debate are open without extra charge to students of
the Law School, and the latter maintain one of the

the Law School, but students intending to study law
are strongly advised to pursue this course in their
third college year and to choose their Junior College
electives with this view. Oandidates for the degree
of LL.E. are also urged to take some pre-legal work,
if possible, before e�tering the Law Bchool.
ADMISSION TO THE LAW SCHOOL

a) Admission to the Law SChool as candidates for
the degree of J.D.. is granted:
1. To college graduates whose degrees represent
college work equivalent to twenty-seven Majors (three
years) in .the Univeraity,
.

'2. To students who have completed in the University
elsewhere twenty-seven Majors (three years) of col-

or

5
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lege work.* Credit will be given for acceptable work
done in other institutions of collegiate rank. Before
receiving the degree of J.D. such students must ob

15 units of admission credit to the University (the
usual college entrance requirement
ordinarily .sat
isfied by four years of high-school work). This work
must include three units in English. The degree is
granted to those only who complete the course with a
-

University an academic degree.r and are
permitted to count toward this one year of law. The
requirements for academic degrees will be found below,
under" Degrees."
tain fnom the

b) Admission to
degree of LL.B.

the

1. To students

the Law School
is granted:

over

completed high-school

as

candidates

high

average standing.
c) Unclassified students.-In rare instances students
over twenty-one years old who cannot meet the above
requirements will be admitted as unclassified students,
if the Law Faculty are convinced that their previous
training will enable them satisfactorily to pursue the
work. Such students are not candidates for a degree

for

twenty-one years old who have
or college work equivalent to'

ADMISSION TO ADVANCEn STANDING
Students from other law schools of high grade who
are otherwise qualified to enter the School. will or
dinarily receive credit (not exceeding two years in
amount) for work and residence satisfactorily com
pleted at such schools corresponding in character to
that required at this School. The right is reserved to
refuse such credit, in whole or in part, save eondi-

tionally
below.)

or

upon examination.

(See" Regulations," p.6'

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor' of Laws must

twenty-two years old to be admitted to second-year
standing, and twenty-three years old to be admitted to
third-year standing.
No credit will be given for work not done in resi

be

dence at

a

law school.

DEGREES
The University confers the degree of A.B., Ph.B., or
S.B. upon Law students admitted to candidacy for
the degree of J.D. who have completed nine Majors
(one year) of work in the Law School, and, in addition
to the admission requirements to a Juniar College,
have satisfied one of the following requirements:

a) Students who have pursued all their college work
in the

University must complete the courses pre
college in which they are registered.
b) Students admitted to the University with less
than eighteen Majors (two years) of credit from other
colleges must make up the deficiency below eighteen
Majors by taking prescribed college work for which
they have not credit; above eighteen Majors, pre-legal
courses may be taken to satisfy any further defi
ciencies in prescribed work, except English.
c) Students admitted to the University with at least
eighteen Majors (two years) of credit from other col
leges are required to complete only enough college
work to give them altogether twenty-seven Majors,
and may take pre-legal courses to satisfy any defl
ciences in prescribed work, except English.
If a student has deviated more than three Majors
from a regular course of study required at the college
from which he comes, the relief from prescribed work
permitted to him under b) and c) above will be diminscribed for the

by the amount of such deviation in excess of
Majors. Pre-legal courses may be taken or sub
stituted to satisfy this extra deficiency.
Students already holding such degrees. from other
colleges may obtain an academic degree from the
University upon satisfying the above requirements,
The degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.) is conferred
upon candidates therefor who are college graduates
and have completed the three- year professional (course.
ished

three

'

The degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B) is conferred
upon candidates therefor who have completed the
professional course with a high average standing.
'I'o obtain either of the professional degrees it is
necessary to complete twenty-seven Majors of law work,
distributed over nine Quarters of law school resi
dence, of which at, least nine Majors of work and three
Quarters of residence (including the last Quarter for
which credit is given) must have been at this School.
The work of the first year and the Practice courses
are

required.

Candidates for either of the professional degrees
who complete the course with high distinction' will
receive the degree cum laude.
No professional degree will be conferred. upon any
student markedly deficient in English, and no student
may receive both an academic and a professional
degree in the same Quarter.
.

FEES
1. Matriculation fee.- A matriculation fee of'. $5 is
required of every student entering the University for
the first time.
2. Tuition fee."""':The tuition fee in the Law School
is $50 a Quarter ($25 a. Term) for regula:r work (three
Majors). Students who take half work or less, pay
half fees, and receive residence-credit pm 'rata. With
the consent of the Dean,Law students may take extra
work in any department of the University without
extra

charge.

Students not. registered in the Law School pay $5

a

Major extra for each law course taken, except ref)uil1ed
law courses taken by fourth-year students regfstered
in the College of Commerce and Administration, and
law courses offered by members of the Department of
Political Science as part of the work of that Depart
ment. Undergraduate students, not registered in the
Law School must pay $20 for each Major law course
taken as extra work.
For the pre-legal course -the tuition fee is $40 8

*By special permission of the Dean admission may be (STanted to students who have credit fox-but twent¥-four M·ajors, but
such students must make up the deficiency before obtaining an academic degree from the University. Such permission will
ordinarily be granted only in the Autumn Quarter to enable students to take advantage of courses beginning then. (See "'Fhe
Quarter System;' p, 6, below.)
tSuch a degree frosn a�tY other institution, icf representing twen.ty�seven Majors of work, will he, accepted.

ANNOUNOEMENTS
4. Payment of bills.- All tuition fees are due and
payable on or before the FIRST day of each Quarter to
the REGISTRAR,. Cobb Lecture Hall, Room A7,

for regular work.
For extra wo.rk $1.5 a
Major is charged.
3. Diploma fee.-The charge for the diploma of the
University is $10.

Quarter

SCHOLARSHIPS
All applications for scholarships for
similar terms.
the Summer Quarter and for the succeeding year, ac
companied by statements regarding the age, educa
tion, occupation, scholarship, and other qualifications
of the applicant, should be made in writing to the:
Dean before June 1.

A small number of scholarships, each yielding a por
tion of the tuition fees for an academic year (three

Quarters), are awarded annually to meritorious mem
bers of the Law School needing such assistance, in
return for service in the Law Library.
A preference
is given to students of high rank. Scholarships for
the Bummer Quarter only are awarded separately upon

REGULATIONS
Law students who are candidates for an academic
degree from the University must conform to the gen
eral rules and regulations governing Senior College
students. A number of these rules ate waived in the
case of students already holding college degrees rep
resenting twenty-seven Majors of work.
In anyone Quarter first-year students may not
register for more than' three Majors, nor other stu
dents for more than three and one-half Majors of work,
without the consent of the Dean.
Students may not take
remove

conditions) in

examinations, which are by printed questions. to be>
answered in writing.
Examinations in courses con
tinuing more than one Quarter will be held only at.
the completion of the course. No special examina
tions) will be given, nor wilt partial credit be allowed
for any uncompleted course, or for one in which the
studen t has not passed in. the examination. Additional
examinations in first-year subjects only will be held
the last week in September for admission to advanced
standing and for the removal of conditions, Appliea
tio« for admission to these examinations should be
made not later than September 15. Other conditions,
may be removed or advanced standing obtained at the
regular examinations. Students who pass below a cer
tain grade in a course must take it again before re

examinations

(except to
than ten and one-half
in any three consecutive

more

Majors of resident work

Quarters.
The work of the first year and the Practice courses
required. 'The second and third-year courses are
elective and need not be taken in any fixed order.

examination.

are

Regular attendance at class exercises is required as
condition of receiving credit for work done, and the
privilege of membership in the School may be with
drawn for unsatisfactory work or attendance.
a

To obtain credit toward a law degree for any work
done in the School students must pass the regular

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE

QUARTER SYSTEM

The s,ystem prevailing in the University of dividing
the work into Quarters is adopted in the ·Law School.
The Quarters are designated as the Summer, Autumn,
Winter, and Spring Quarters, beginning respectively in
1906-7 on June 18,. October 1, January 2, and April 1.
Each Quarter is eleven to twelve week.s long, and is
divided into two Terms. A recess of about one week
occurs between the end of each Quarter and the begin
ning of the next, except that there is no recess between
the end Df the Spring and the beginning of the Sum
mer Quarter, and that there is a recess during Sept em
ber at the end of the Summer Quarter. Any three
Quarters count as an academic year, and it is thus
possible to complete the three-year law course in two.
and one- fourth calendar years.
The work in the Law School is so arranged that it is
very much better for beginning first-year students to
enter at the opening of the Summer or Autumn Quar
ter than at any other time. The beginning courses
given then are not repeated later, and, while it is
possible for such students to enter in the Winter, they
are sometimes unable then toobtain full work fo.r which
they are prepared. Senior College stUdents should
plan their work to enter the Law School in Ju.ne or
October. Students admitted to. advanced standing
may usually en tee without difficulty in the middle of
the Summer or Winter Quarters, or at the beginning

of any Quarter, No. courses begin in the middle of the:
Autumn or Spring Quarters.
.

MAJORS AND MINORS

The credit value of courses of instruction is reckoned
in MajQrs and Minors. A Major (Mj) is equivalent to
fQur bours of instructien a week for a �ua:rter. A
Minor (M) equals that amount of instruction fQr one
Term (half a Quarter).
ROUTINE OF ENTRANCE

Applications and correspondence should be ad
dressed to JAMES P. HALL, Dean of the Law School,
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. A student from
another institution should present his diploma; or, if
he does not hold a degree equivalent to three years of
college work in the University, he .should bring a de

tailed statement of his work. Blank forms for such
statements will be sent upon application. All creden
tials should be presented at the office Qf the Dean. In
cases of doubt, correspondence is invited upon these
matters before the student presents himself for ad
mission. Directions for matriculation and registration
will be furnished in the Dean's office.
.

ROOMS, BOARD, AND GENERAL EXPENSES
Nine dormitories have thus far been erected within
the Quadrangles. The cost of furnished rooms in the
dormitories is fL'om '$20 to $75 per Quarter of twelve
weeks. This includes heat, light, and care. The Uni--

7
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furnishes table board for men at moderate
newly established University Commons in
Hutchinson Hall.
All applications for rooms, or for information con
cerning rooms and board within or without the Quad
rangles, should be made to the Registrar, who will send
diagrams and prices upon application.
The following table will furnish an estimate of the
annual expenses for thirty-six weeks of a student in
the Law School residing within the Quadrangles:'

versity

rates in the

Tuition, Law School*
Rent and

Board

care

of

..•..•..

room

.......

.........................

Laundry

......................

Textbooks and stationery

Total

.••.

......................

Low

Average

Liberal

$150.00

$150.00

$150.00

60.00
100.00
rs.oo
25.00

105,00
126.00
25.00
35.00

175.00
225.00
35.00
50.00

$350.00

$441.00

$6::5.00

during the past year ranging from $2.75 to $3.50
week. A list of approved boarding places outside
the Quadrangles is kept on file at the Information
Office, Cobb Lecture Hall, where information regard
ing them may be obtained.
rate
a

SELF-HELP FOR STUDENTS

A considerable number of students manage in va
rious ways to earn a portion of their expenses while in
the University. The, needs of a large city afford op
portunities to part of these, and a smaller number ob
tain remunerated service with the University. The
latter resource is open to those only who have spent
at least one Quarter in residence at the University.
All inquiries regarding self-help for students should
be addressed to the INFORMATION OFFICE, Oobb Lec
ture Hall.
PRIVILEGES

Students in the Law School
It is believed that students who find it necessary
to reduce expenses below the lowest of these estimates
can do so.
Rooms outside the Quadrangles, furnished,
with heat, light, and care, may be obtained at from
$1 a week upward; the $1 rate being easily secured
where two students room together. Many places
offer room and board from $4:.50 upward.
There
are student clubs which secure board at cost, the

IV.

are

entitled to all the

privileges of the University. There is no additional
charge (except a locker Iee) for the use of the Bartlett
Gymnasium, the swimming-pool, or the tennis courts,

for medical examination and advice from the Univer
sity physician, or for admission to other courses in the
University. Law students may become members of
the Reynolds Club upon the same terms as other stu

dents.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, 1906-7
PRE-LEGAL COURSES

The pre-legal curriculum in the first year of the
Senior Oolleges (the third college year) is intended to
direct the college work of prospective law students
to studies especially useful to the futUl!e lawyer. It
is not required, but students are strongly advised to
pursue it, and to choose their Junior CoIlege electives
with this view.
A choice among the courses offered in the University
upon the following subjects is particularly recom
mended:
Principles of Political Econo:rl!Y.
Constitutional History of the United States.
Constitutional and Political History of England.
Roman Law.
Oral Debates and Argumentation.
Bookkeeping and Accounting.
Railway Transportation and Regulation of Rates.
Economic and Social History.
National, Federal, State, and Municipal Government.
Finance, and History and Theory of Banking.
Organization of Business Enterprise.

Contemporary Society in the United States.
Europe in the Nineteenth Century.
"Logie and Psychology.
Political and Social Ethics.

With the approval of the Dean of the Law School
other

may also be accepted as pre-legal work.
those offered in the departments of Political
and Political Science, courses in English,
American, and modern European History, and courses
dealing with modern soclal and municipal problems.
Students who have not had the course in Civil Gov
ernment in the United States, or who have not com
pleted the EligIish Composition required in the Junior
Colleges, will be expected to take these during the
courses

especially
Economy

pre-legal

year.

information concerning the above
Departments of PoUtical
Economy, Political Science, History, and Sociology, which will
be sent upon application to ·the UNI:VERS:[TY OF CHIOAGO.

NOTE.-For detailed

courses, see. the A:.nnouneements of the

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
[Mj =Major course, four hours weekly for one Quarter. M= Minor course, four hours weekly for one Term. DM Double Minor
.course, eight hours weekly for one Term. Many of the courses continue through more than one Quarter, and for these no partial
oredit will usually be given. All Summer Quarter courses. are completed then.]
==

FIRS['-YEAR COURSES

[The work of the first

year is

Mutual assent and its communication; offers and their expiration or revocation;
consideration;. requisites of contracts under
seal; rights of beneficiaries and assignees; joint
and several contracts; alternative contracts;
conditional ccntracts ; illegality; impossibility;

1. Contracts.

-

.The tuition for the

pre-legal curriculum

is $120 for thirty-six weeks.

required]

duress; discharge of contracts or causes of
action arising thereupon by rescission, novation,
accord and satisfaction, release, or other means.
Williston, Cases on Contracts. Vole. I and II.
2Mj. Autumn and Winter Quarters
PROFESSOR WHITTIER

8

ANNOUNOEMENTS

2.

Torts.-Trespass to person, to real property, and
to personal property; excuses for trespass; con
version; legal cause; negligence; contributory
and imputed negligence; plaintiff's illegal con
duct as a defense; duties of landowners; haz
ardous occupations; liability for animals; deceit;
defamation: slander, libel, privilege, malice;
'malicious prosecution, criminal and civil; inter

mination of agency; ratification.
Oases on Agency.
1�Mj. Second Term, Winter
hours); and Spring Quarter.
7.

and

�

Infancy: period

of

infancy;

voidable

necessaries; obligations created or authorized
by law; liability for tort; guardian and ward.
Marriage: promise to marry; marriage contract
at common law and under statutes; rights of
husband and wife in each other's property;
status of married women; transactions between
husband and wife; torts affecting marital rela
tions; separation; divorce. Parent and Child:
custody; services and earnings; torts to chil
dren; torts by children; adoption; bastardy.

Quarter; and Second Term, Winter Quarter
PROFESSOR HALL
(two hours).

personal

property. Real property: tenures; estates; seisin
and conveyance; Statute of Uses; incidents ,of
ownership in real property; fixtures; profits;
natural rights; easements; covenants as to use
,of lands; rents. Personal property: acquisition
of rights; gifts; bailment; lien; pledge.
Gray,
Oases OJ1- Property, Vols. I and II (2d ed.),

Persons.

acts, disaffirmance, ratification; contracts for

l%Mj. Autumn Quarter; First Term, Winter

Property.,-Distinction between real

Quarter (two

PROFESSOR MECHEM

ference with social and business relations: in
ducing breaches of duty, fair and unfair com
petition, strikes, boycotts, business combina
tions. Ames and Smith, Oases on Torts, Vols. I
and II, with Supplement.

3.

Wambaugh,

.

Woodruff, Oases

on

DomesticRelations (2d ed.).
Summer Quarter
PROFESSOR ABBOTT

Mj.
60.

l%,Mj. Autumn Quarter; and First Term,
Winter Quarter.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BIGELOW

Criminal Law. -:- The criminal act; criminal at
tempts; consent; criminal intent, specific and
constructive; circumstances affecting intent;
justification, parties in crime: agency, joint
principals, accessories; jurisdiction over crimes;
crimes against the person, especially murder
and manslaughter; larceny and kindred offenses;
indictment; former conviction or acquittal. Beale,
.

3A.

Property.,�First part
DM.

4.

Agency.-Nature

of Course 3.
F,irst 'Term, Summer Quarter
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KALES

of

bilities of

relation; appointment; lia

principal: torts, contracts, crimes,
admissions; liabilities of agent; parties to writ
ings; undisclosed principal; obligations between
principal and agent; delegation of agency; ter-

Oases

on

Oriminal Law.
Second Term, Winter

Quarter;

1%,Mj.
Quarter.

S pring

and

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BIGELOW

60A. Criminal Law.-A briefer treatment of Course
60.

DM.

Second 'I'erm, Summer Quarter
PROFESSOR COOK

SECOND AND THIRD·;YEAR COURSES

[These

courses are

.to the third year.

10.

eMctive, and Reed

The Practice-courses

not be taken in any fixed order.

are

required.]

PROFESSOR FREUND

estate, fee, and fee tail;
contingent remainders and executory devises;
powers; rule against perpetuities; conditions;
restraints on alienation; joint ownership; cur
tesy; dower. Gray, Oases on Property, Vols. V
and VI (part).
M], Summer Quarter
PROFESSOR ABBOTT

Quarter

PROFESSOR W OODRU�'F

[Given in 190�7 and in alternate years thereafter]
14. Title to Real Estate.-Essentia,ls of a deed: sign
ing, sealing, deli very; priority, notice, and record;
leases; covenants for title; estoppel; the prop

erty conveyed; original acquisition; acquisition
by lapse of time. Gray, Oasee on Propertq,
Vois. III and VI (part).
Mj. Autumn Quarter
PROFESSOR FREUND
15. Wills and Administration.-Intestate succession;
dlsposiciona in contemplation of death; testa

mentary capacity; execution, alteration, revoca
tion, and revival of wills; probate; executors and

courses

16. Future Interests. -Life

tracts.

First 'Term, Summer

advised to postpone starred (*)

administrators; survival of rights and liabilities; priority of claims; assets; payment of legacies and distribution; ademption and lapse of
legacies. Gray, Oases on Property, Vol. IV.
Mj. Winter Quarter

customary duties"

DM.

are

-

Quasi Contracts.-Records.

Statutory, official, 'or
Unjust enrichment: benefits
conferred without contract; unenforceable contracts; incapacity of parties; mis-take of fact
and ofl law; duress; illegal contracts; breach of
contract; waiver of tort; contribution between
wrongdoers; obedience to legal mandate; equity
jurisdiction. Woodrurff, Oases on Quasi Con-

S,tudents

20.

Equity I.-Nature,of jurisdiction; specific perform
ance of contracts: affirmative contracts; negative
contracts; third persons; legal consequences of
right of specific performance; partial perform
ance; consideration; marketable title; Statute
of Frauds; plaintiff's conduct as a defense; mis
take; hardship; mutuality. Ames, Oases in
Equity Jurisdiction, Vol. I (part).
DM. First Term, Summer Quarter
M]. Autumn Quarter
.

PROFESSOR HALL

"TBE LA.W SOHOOL
21.

ployment; its rights and duties; railroads and
canals; telegraph and telephone; light and
water companies; irrigation and drainage; inns
and warehouses. Beale and Wyman, Oases on
Public Service Oomponiee,
� Mj. Autumn Quarter (two hours)

Equity II.-Bills for an account, specific repar
ation and prevention of torts: waste; trespass;
disturbance of easements; nuisance; interference
with business relations; libel; monopoly rights:
patent; copyright; franchises. Ames, Oases in
Equity Jurisdiction, Vol. I (part).
%Mj. Winter Quarter (two hours)

[Given in

PROFESSOR, HALL

22.

II I.-Interpleader; bills of peace; bills
timet: cancellation of contracts, cloud on
title, perpetuation o,f testimony, rights offu.tur·e
enjoyment; reformation and rescission of COR
tracts: mistake; fraud, misrepresentation, con
cealment; duress and undue influence; illegality.
Ames, Oases in Equity' Jurisdiction, Vol. II.

Equity
quia

Mj. Spring Q.uarter
PROFESSOR HALL

24. Trusts.-N ature and req uisitesof a trust'; express,
resulting, and constructive trusts; charitable
trusts; appointment and office of trustee; nature
of cestui's interest; transfer of trust property
by trustee or by cestui; ces.tui's interest as
affected by marriage, judgment, or bankruptcy
of trustee or cestui; duties of trustee regarding
execution of trust and investment of trust

30.

31.

funds; extinguishment of trust; removal or res
ignation of trustee; accounting. Ames, Oases
on Trusts (2d ed.)
l�Mj. Autumn Quarter;, and First Term"
PROFESSOR MACK
Winter Quarter.
Surdyship.-Kinds of suretyship; Statute of
Frauds; surety's defenses due to original de
fects in his obligation or its subsequent dis
charge; surety's right to subrogation, indemnity,
contribution, or 'exoneration; creditor's right to
eurety'esecurifies. Ames, Oases on Suretyship.
Mj. Spring Quarter

signment, and discharge of mortgages.
on MQrtg'age.

as

Kirch

wey, Cases

Mj

PROFESSOR WHITTIER

[Omitted in 1906-7 and in alternate

years

.

41. Bills and Note.s.-Formal

requisites; acceptance;
indorsement; transfer; purchase for value with
overdue
notice;
paper; extinguishment; ob
liga tions of parties; checks; diligeneer presen t
ment, dishonor, protest" notice; the Negotiable
out

on

Bills' and

172'Mj. Second Term" Winter Quarter; and
PROFESSOR MACK
Spring Quarter.
42. Public Service Companies.-Nature of public em-

MR. ECKHART
thereafter]

44. Insurance.-Insurable interest in various kinds of
policies, what it is and when it must exist; con
cealments; misrepresentations; warranties and
other matters affecting the validity of the con

tract; amount of recovery; subrogation; waiver,
estoppel, election, and powers of agents'; 8S
signees and beneficiaries. Wambaugh, Cases
on

Insurance"
DM.

Second Term, Summer Quarter
JUDGE, MCCLAIN
50. Partnecr$bip.,-Nature of a partnership, its pur
poses, and members; creation of partnership;
nature of partner's interest; firm name and good
will; mutual rights and duties of partners;
actions between partners, at law and in equity;
powers of partners; liability for acts of partners
in eontraef and tort; general liability ·of part

dissolution and notice; oonseq uenees of
dissolution; dissolution. agreements respecting
debts; distribution of assets to creditors" and
between partnees; limited partnerships. Me
chem, Cases on PaTtnership (2d ed.)
I,!4Ml. Autumn Quarter; and First Term,
Winter Quarter (two hours}.
ners;

PROFESSOR MECHEM

GOA.

P'artnership.-A slightly brietee treatment of
Course 50. Am.es, Case'S on Partn>e,rsnip.
Mj. Summer Quarter
DR. HAZELTINE"

thereafter]:

40; Sales.- Subject-matter of sale; executory and
executed sales; bills of lading and ius dispo
nendi; stoppage in transitu; fraud; factors'
acts; warranty and remedies for breach of
warranty; Statute of Frauds. Williston, Oases
on Sales .(2d ed.)
l�Mj. Second Term,,_Winter Quarter; and
PROFESSOR MECHEM
Spring Quarter.

Instruments Law. Ames, Cases
Notes, Vols'. I and II.

1906-7 and in alternate years

43. Carriers.-Common carriers of goods and persons;
liability; limitation of liability; bills of lading;
stoppage in transitw; connecting carriers; ac
tions against carriers; tickets; baggage; COm
pensation and lien; Interstate Commerce Act;
Sherman Anti-Trust Law.
Beale, Cases on
Carriers. (Course 42 is a prerequisite.)
� Mj. Winter Q,uarte.r (two hours)
MR., ECKKA:RT
[Given in 1906-7 and in alternate years thereafter]

PROFESSOR WHITTIER
[Given in 1906-7 and in alternate years, thereafter]
Mortgages.-Essential elements oflegal and equi
table mortgages; rights of mortgagor and mort
gagee at law and in equity: title, possession,
dower, curtesy, waste, priorities, collateral agree

ments, foreclosure, redemption; extension,

9

*51_ Private Corporations -Nature of a corporation
and its relation to its stockholders; creation
of a corporation; de facto corporations; stock
•.

subscriptlons ; promoters; interpretation of
charters; implied powers; formalities of cor
porate contracts; powers and duties of di
rectors; rights of stockholders ;! dividenda ;
transfer of stock; forf·eiture of charters; corpo
rate liabBity for torts, crimes, and con tempts;
ultra vires transactions; rights and remedies of
corpora te creditors; preferences by 'corpora
tions; stockholder's liability; intercorporate
relations; purchase by a corporation of its own
steck ; disaclution of. eoeporations; corporate
recei:verships; fOl'eign corporations; limits of
legislative control. Smith, qases on Private
Corporations, Vols. I and II (2d ed.),
l�Mj. Autumn Quarter; and First T,erm,
Winte,r Quarte·r.
PROFESSOR MECHEM

.ANNO UNOEMENTS

10
*52.

B�J;lkrqptcy.-Ju:risdiction of the United States
and the States; who may be a bankrupt; who
may be petitioning cr-editors; acts of bank
ruptcy; what property passes to the trustee;
provable claims; protection, exemptions, and dis
charge. Williston, Oases on Bankruptcy.
M]. Autumn Quarter

obligations ex delicto and ex contractu;
(4) recognition and enforcement of rights: per
sonal relations; property; inheritance; admin
istration of estates; judgments; obligations.
Beale, Cases ·on Oonflic.t of Laws, Vols. I, II,
ance;

and III.

l%Mj. Second Term, Winter Quarter; and
Spring Quarter.

ASSOCIATE' PROFESSOR BIGELOW
63. Constitutional

Law I.-Written

PROFESSOR FREUND
'*64. Coastitutional Law n.-Federal [urisdiction and
express powers; implied powers; 'citizenship;
privileges and immunities of citizens; suffrage;
effect of later amendments; taxation; ex post
facto and retroactive laws; laws impairing obli
gations of contracts; regulation of commerce;
money; war. Thayer, Oases on Oonstitutional
Law, Vols, I (part) and II.
l�Mj. Winter Quarter (two hours); and
PROFESSOR HALL
Spring Quarter.
*65.
.

Municipal Corporations.-General nature; cor
porate capacity; self-government; creation, an
nexation; division, dissolution, succession; mode
of action, ratification, and curative acts; estoppel
by recitals; municipal police power; local im
provements and services" including special
assessments; municipal property.espeeially pub
lic streets; municipal contracts; expenditures
and donations; indebtedness and its constitu
tional

limit; liability.
cipalOorporations.

Smith, Oases
Mj.

on

Muni

Winter Quarter

PROFESSOR FREUND
[Given in 1906-7, and in alternate :years ,thereafter]
*66. Public Officer:s.-Nature of office; ellgibility: ap
pointment and election; acceptance of: office;
qualifying for office; de facto officers; termina
tion of officer's authority by expiration of term;'
resignation; removal; acceptance of incompat
ible office, ete.; auth(!)rity of officer and its exe
cution; liability of officer and the public; special
remedies affecting, official action. (Course 63 is
a prerequisite.)
Mechem, Public Officers, and
selected' cases.
Mj. Winter Quarter
PROFESSOR MECHEM
[Given in 1906-7, and in alternate years thereafter]
*.67. Administrative Law.- Administrative

regula
tions; jurisdiction, discretion, adjudication; en
of.
forcement
orders; habeas corpus; mandamus;
certioraei; equitable jurisdiction in public law.
Selected cases.
Mi. Winter Quarter

*

70A. Conflict of Law.s.- A briefer treatment of
Course 70.
DM. 'Second Term, Summer Quarter
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR .BIGELOW
71. International Law I.

Autumn Quarter
PROFESSOR JUDSON

Mj.

72. International Law n.
72Mj. Winter

Quarter (two hours}

PROFESSOR JUDSON

[See

Announcements of

75. Roman Law.

Department. of Political Science]

Autumn Quarter'
PROFESSOR FREUND
[See Announcements of.Department of Political Science]
'[Omitted in 1906-7]
80. Pleading.- Common law pleading with reference,
to code pleading and equity pleading. Neces
sary allegations for various causes of action �
demurrers; methods of pleading derensee,
whether in denial or by confession and avoid
ance; replications; duplicity; departure; new
assigmnent; motions on the pleadings. Ames,
Oases on Pleading (2d ed.), and selected cases.

82.

Mj.

lXMJ. Second Term, Winter Quarter; and
PROFESSOR WHITTIER
Spring Quarter.
Damages.- Nominal, exemplary, special, pro
spective, liquidated, and direct damages; cer
tainty; avoidable consequences; value; physical

and mental suffering; aggravation and mitiga
tion: Interest; counsel fees; sales of realty; sales

of

personalty; non-payment of money; wrongful
Mj. Spring Quarter'

death.

MR. ECKHART
84. Evidence.-Nature of evidence; the jury; judicial
notice; burden of proof; presumptions; admis-.
sions; law and fact; rules of exclusion: mis
leading or unimportant matters, character evi
dence, contesaions, hearsay, with their excep
tions; opinion evidence; real evidence; writings,
including proof of execution and contents, and
the "parol evidence" rule; competency, privilege,
and examination of witnesses. Thayer, Oases
on Evidence (2d ed.),
l�Mj. Autumn ,Quarter; and First 'I'erm,
Winter Quarter.
PROFESSOR WHITTIER
PRACTICE COURSES

.

PROFESSOR. FREUND
['Omitted in 1906-7, and in alternate years thereafter]
*70. Conflict of Lawsr-{l)"Jul'isdiction: sources of law'
and comity ; territorial [urisdictlon; jurisdiction
in remand i'lt p.ersonam; (2�. remedies, rights of
action, and procedure; (3) creation of rights:
rights rights af property ; inherit-

il?ersonal

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BIGELOW

constitutions:

making, revision, amendment, judicial power to
declare laws unconstitutional; due process of
law: administrative proceedings, legislative ac
tion, .judicial proceedings; separation of powers
and independence of the judiciary; delegation
of legislative power; limitations ,of legislative
power:. equality, liberty, property; police power;
eminent domain. "Thayer, Oases on Oonstitu
tional Law, Vol. 1.
Mj. Autumn Q.uarter

[Credit not given in Majors]
90. Practice I. -Powers of courts; principles of'
jurisdiction; commencement of actions, venue,
service of process; proceedings in rem, quasi in
rem, and personal actions; court records; filing'
and serving pleadings; defaults; assessment of
damages, entry of [udgment.appearance motions.
to set aaide defaults or vacate judgments;
settling pleadings; death of parties; amend
ments; preparation and trial of cases: right to
open and close, presentation of evidence, instruc-

THE LA W SOHOOL
tions to jury, motions for new trial, entry of
judgment; affidavits and depositions.
Autumn, Winter, and Spring Quarters (one
PROFESSOR TENNEY
hour).

11

proceedings in lower court; practice regarding
receiverships, injunctions, attachment, garnish
ment, and replevin suits; preparation by class
of briefs, arguments, and opinions; practical
suggestions upon conducting a Jaw omce.
Autumn, Winter, and Spring Quarters (one

[Required of second-year students]
*91. Practice II.-Judgments and decrees at law and
in equity; form and mode of entering; [udgments
by confession; enforcement of judgments and
decrees: judgment liens, executions, creditors'

hour).

PROFESSOR TENNEY
[Required of third-year students 1
LECTURE COURSES

bills, attack upon fraudulent conveyances; ap
pointment of receivers, discovery of assets;
review of [udgments on appeal: nature of appel
late jurisdiction, preserving questions for review,
bills of exceptions, certificates of evidence,
appealable orders, appeals, writs of error, prep
aration of transcript, assignments of error,
hearings, briefs, arguments; judgment of review
ing court: affirmance, reversal, modification,

[Non-credit courses}
MR. PARKER
MR. RE:ED
MR. REED
MR. ZANE
MR. ZANE
M.R. KREMER
MR. JUSTIOE FREEMAN

Patent Law
Copyright Law
Trademark Law
Mining Law
Irrig,ation Law
Admiralty Law
-

-

-

-

-

Legal Ethics

-

-

REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS 1905-6
ABB�EVIATIONS: ACADEMIC RECoRD.-In theseatemenb of academic record, u.=UniversitYj c =Collegej sm=Seminary"
imt.=Institute (or Insti'tution).
PERIOD OF RESIDENCE.-s.=Resident during Summer Quarter, 1905; a=Resident during Autumn Quarter,I9G5; w=Resident
juring Winter Quarter, 1900; sp=Resident during Spring Quarter, 1906.
•.

THIRD-YEAR STUDENTS
NAME

COLLEGE ATT"ENDF.D

DEGREE;

HOME ADDRESS

Abbott, Arthur Griffin, a w sp
Alexander, Edward Isaac, Jr., a W 8p
Ayer, Leslie James, saw sp
Baker, Walter Graves, a w sp
Barbour, Her bert Valodin, 8
Brackney, Herbert Winfield, a w sp
Cadwell, Charles Nickerson, a w sp

A.B. (Grand Island e.) '01

Grand Island, Neb.

B.S.

Jacksonville, Fla.
Chicago

Lombard e., 1901-3.
A.B. (Indiana 'It.) '99; LL.B. (Ibid.) '01
Ph.B. (u. of Iowa) '04
nlinois) '02; Ph.B. (u. of Ohicago)

Morrison
Detroit, Mich.
Oadwell

Chandler, Henry Porter,
Cocke Arthur Alvin,.8

A.B"obu.,of

A.B. (Harvard u.) '01
B.S. (Southwestern u.) '97; A.M. (u. of Ohicago) '04
Illinois Wesleyan u., 1894-6

Chicago
Georgetown,
Ohicago

Ph.B. ('It. of Ohicago) '04u. of Michigan, 1901-3
Ph.B.
(Upe,er Iowa u.) '02; Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) 04
A.B. (Indiana u.) '(:)1; A.M. (Ibid.) '01
S.B. (u. of Ohicago) '04,
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '99
u. of Ohdcaao, 1901-3

Macomb

saw

8p

Colwell, Clyde Coniah, s a
Fellheimer, Joseph Wallace, a W sp
Gallup, Charles Edward, 8 a w sp
Heckel, Fred Ernest, 8

Henicksman, Frank William, a W 8p
Hirschi, Samuel Dillon, a w sp
Hurlburt, David Guy, sa 8p
Jennison, Clark Saxe, 8 a w 8p
Keller, William Frederick, s a
Kent, Alfred Richard Grigg, a W 8p

(Upper

Iowa u.) '99

'

(Carthage e.) '99; Ph.B. (u. o/Ohicago)

S.B.

'05

Keyes, Victor Ernest, 8 a W 8p
Krippendorf, Otto, 8
Kutchin, Victor Sherwood, a W sp
Lackey, Henry W., 8 a
Lampl, Henry, a w sp
Leemon, Harry Clayton, 8 a W
Lippincott, Eugene 'I'ulllus, 8 a W 81'
Lybrand, Walter Archibald, 8 a

Ph.B. (Oolorado e.) '05

Madden, David Durward,
Meier, Delbert William, 8

Graduate (DeKalb NormaZc.) '02
Upper Iowa u., 1899-1903; Ph.B. (u.

.

.

8 a w

8p

a

Moore, John Oarlyle, 8 s1'
Morgan, Porter Heath, a W sp
Murphy, William Andrew, a w
McCaskill, Oliver LeRoy, 8

A.B. (R.ipon c.) '03; Ph.B. (u. of Ohicago) '04
u. oj Illinois, 1890-1
A.B. (Friends u.) '02; A.B. (u. of Chicago) '04
A.B. (Des Moines e.) '01 j A.B. (u. of Ohicago)
'02

(Ohio Wesleyan u.) '04
Butler Oollege, );898-1901; Ph.B. (u. of Chi·
cago) '02"

A.B..

oj

Ohi-

cago) '05

A.B. (u. of Toronto) '02
Ph.B. (Drake u.) �03

sp

A.B. ((JorneZl u.)
'05

'04:; Ph.B. (u. oj Chicago)

Ph.B. (u. oj Chicago) '01

Washta,Ia.

Tex.

Chicago
Millville, Ia.
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
La Grange
Sauk Centre, Minn.
Peabody, Kan.
Colorado Springs, Col.
,

Cincinnati, O.
Dartford, Wis·.

Chicago

Wichita, Kan.

Chicago
Lima,O.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Freeport
Chicago
Deer Park, Ont., Oan,
El Reno, Okla.
Joliet

Chicago

12

ANNOUNOEMENTS
NAME

McHenry, George,

a w

COLLEGE ATTENDED

DEGREE;
sp

Nebeker, Horace Greeley, a w sp
Outhouse, Fred Myrine, a w sp
Radford, John Jeffrey, saw sp
Rosenthal, David Falk, a w sp
Ross, Samuel Crawford, s

Schreiber, Rudolph Ernst,

a w

8p

A.B. (u. of Illinois) '0-1
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '05
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '04
B.L. (u. of Wisconsin) '03; Ph.B. (u. of Chi

cago) '04

A.B. (u. of Illinois) '04; Ph.B. (u. of
'04

Sweet, Milliman White, saw sp
Symmes, William Henry, a w sp
Tobin, John Frederick, 8 W sp
Walker, Earl Jay, 8
Walter, George Earl, s

A.B. (u.

Wyman, Oliver Brown, a
Wynekoop, Willard Walter,

Ph.B. (u. Of Chicago) '04
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '04

a w

HOME ADDRESS

Denison, la.

A. B (u. of Chicago) '04.
Brigham Young c., 1892-5

Chicago)

of Nebraska) '03
u.) '02
A.B. (.Carthage e.) '03; A.B. (u. of Chicago)
.

A.B. (Indiana

sp

Morton Park

Crookston, Minn.
Mineral Point, Wis.

Chicago
Phoenix, N. Y.
Aylmer, Quebec, Can.

A.B. (Obe1'lin c.) '00
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '04

'04

Logan, Utah
Lily Lakes

,

Lincoln, Neb.

Markle, Ind.
Canton

Moines, la.
Chicago

Des

SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS
NAME

DEGREE: COLLEGE ATTENDED

Ashton, Elias Conway, a w sp
Bates, Jeanette, a
Bell, William Harris Laird, a w sp
Bennett, Claude Albert, a w sp
Blake, James Bronson, saw sp
Bocobo, George Cleofas, s
Brown, Louis Paul, sp
Brown, Max, 8 a W ep
Bynum, Curtis Ashley, saw 8p
Clancy, John Daniel, a w sp
Can right, Garfield S., a W 8p
Coleberd, John Walter, 8
Collins, William Benjamin, s
Cryor, Sydney Arthur, saw sp
Delgado, Francisco Afan, 8
Dempsey, Edward Joseph, s
Dickerson, James Dwight, saw sp
Eicher, Ed ward Clayton, s
Ferenbaugh, Burchard Blaine, a w sp
Frankham, Charles R., s
.

Robert More, saw
Hall, Arnold Bennett, a w sp

Gibboney,

Latter Day Saints c., 1897-9;
1903-4

Lewinsohn, Joseph Louis, a w sp
Lyon, Sidney, w sp
Maddox, Roy Oswald, saw 8p
Malloy, Dennis Michael, 8 a w sp
Maple, Edgar Donald, a 'W 8p
Miller, Owen Orville, w sp
Moffat, David William, s
McKeag, James, 8 a w sp
McMahon, Stephen John. s
Nakamura, Yoshitaro, a w sp

HOME ADDRESS

of Chicago)
.

.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Chicago
Winona, Minn.
Canton, S. Dak.
Winona, Minn.
Pura, P. I.

Ph.B. (u.
A.B.

of Chicago, '04
(Harvard u.) '04

B.S. (Yankton c.) '04,
A.B. (u. oj Wisconsin) '04

A.B. (Yale u.) '01
u.of Mich'igan, 1902-4

Des Moines, Ia,
Salt Lake City, Utah

A.B. (11,. of North Carolina) '03

Chicago

Beloit c., 1901-2

Hebron

Effingham, Kan.
South Whitley, Ind.
Plymouth, Wis.

Ph.B. (u. of Wdoster) '98
B.L. 'Cu. of Wisconsin) '01
A.B.

Dixon

(Coerc.) '01

P.M. (Ateneo de Manila), �02
Graduate (Whitewater Normal c.) '01
A.B. (u. of Chicago) '06

Manila, P. 1.
Madison, Wis.

Ph.B. (u. of
Ohio StC!'fe

Wayland,Ia.
Buckeye City, O.

Evanston

Chicago) '04
of

Chic_ago,

1902

u.,,1899-1?OO;
(OUerbetn u.� 96i A.M. (Ohw State u.)
03; LL.B. (Ib�d.) 04
Ph.B. (u. of Ohicago) '05
u.

A.B;

A.B.

Hunter, Roy H., a w sp
Huston, Charles Andrews, saw sp
Ickes, Harold LeClair, saw sp
Jackson, William Hayden, 8 a w sp
de J oya, Mariano Honrade, s
Kirkpatrick, William Wesley, saw sp
Lamar, Clyde Park, 8 8p

u.

.

A.B.

Franklin, Ind.
Danville, O.

(Franklin c.) '04
(Kenyon c.) '03

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Batangas, P. I.
LaFayette, Ind.

A.B. (u. of Chicago) '02
A.B. (u. of Chicago) '97
A.B. (u, oj Chicago) '99

B.S. (Purdue u.) '01
B.S. (Valparaiso c.)

'93; A.B. (Ibid.)
LL.B. (Northwestern u.) '03
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '05
A.B. (u. of Michigan) '02
u.

of Missouri,

Columbus, O.
Rockford

'97;

1900-2

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Brookfield, Mo.

Chicago
A.B. (Union Christian c.) '01
A.B. (Indiana u.) '00; A.M. (Harvard

Sullivan,
11,.) '02

Ph.B. (Iowa e.) '02
Ph.B. (u. of WisconBin) '03
A.B. Cu of Washington) '04
•

•.

Japan

PeabodyvWilllam Henry, a w
Perrin, George Gulliver, a w sp
Rooney, Walter Allawishes,
Roseen, Edward Daniel, s

a w

A.B. (Williams c.) '04
u. of Illinois, 1901-3; Ph.B. (11,.

sp

u.

of Chicago, 1901-4

Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '05

Chicago

o/Chicago) '06

Ind.

Chicago
Murray, Utah
Grinnell, Ia.
Manitowoc, Wis.
Kanagawa Prefecture,
La Harpe

Chicago
Chicago

.

THE LAW SOHOOL
NAME

Sass, George,

a w

DEGREE;

COLLEGE ATTENDED

Ph.B. (u. oj Chicago) '06
A.B. (Beloit e.) '98
Ph.B. (Colorado c.) '03

sp

Sercomb, Royal Charles, a w sp
Slauson, D. R., a w sp
Sniffen, Joseph Madison, a w sp
Stephens, Thomas Calvin, s

A.B. (Cornell c.) '98; A.B. (Harvard u.) '02
A.B. (Ohio Northern u.) '99; u. of Ohicago,

1900, 1902

Taylor, George William, s
Uhl, Alfred Woodbridge, s
Valdes-Diaz, Jose Edwardo, 8
Vernier, Chester Garfield, a w sp
Webb, Charles Julian, 8 a w sp
Webb, Daniel Clary, a w 8p
Wilber, Charles Henry, a w sp
Wilson, Lyman Perl, a w 8p
Woodward, Dudley Kezer, saw sp
Wright, John Stephen, a w sp
Y oran, Clarence Garfield, a w 8p

Graduate (Whitewater Normal c.) '00
B.S. (u. oj Minnesota) '96
P.M. (Ateneo de Manila) '98
A.B. (Butler e.) '03; Ph.B. (u. oJ Chicago) '04

Senior (u. ,oj Chicago)
Senior Cu. oj Chicago}
Ph.B, (u. oj Chicago) '05
B.S. (Knox
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HOlME ADDRESS

Chicago
Milwaukee, Wi.s.
Colorado Springs, Col.
Morgan Park
Weston, Ga.
Kenosha, Wis.
Faribault, Minn.
Manila, P. I.
Liberty, Ind.
Arcadia, Wis.
Bell

Buckle,
Chicago
Galesburg
Taylor" Tex.

c.) '04:

B. s.o, of Texas) '01
Ph.B. (u. Of Chicago) '06
Ph.B. (Cornell c.) '03

Tenn.

Canton

Manchester,Ia.

FIRST-YE,AR STUDENTS
DEGREE;

NAME

Abbott, Edith,

Adams, Henry Llewellyn, a w 8p
Altmaier, Carl Lewis, 8
Armstrong, Wynn, s
Baird, Frederick Rogers, a w sp
Barnes, Claude Teancum, a w sp
Barnes, Jasper Converse, s

a w

Senior (Princeton u.) 1902-5

Lansdowne, Pa,
Camden, N. J.

(u. of Chicago)

of Utah. 1002-5
A.n. (Marietta c.) '90; A.M. (Ibid) '93 Ph.D.
(u. oj Wooster) '00
A.B. (u. of Illinois) '03
A.B. (Hanover c.) '03
Senior (u. oj Chicago)

A.B. (u. of Bouih. Dakota) '02

A.B. (Boston e.) '01
A.B. (Kenyon e.) '03

u.

Chicago
Kaysville, Utah
Maryville, Tenn.
Oakland
Salt Lake City, Utah
Otto, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Hartford, S. Dak.
Lawrence, Mass.

Fostoria, O.
Oalderpark Station,

A.B. (u� Of Utah) 'OS

Utah
De Kalb

oj Chicago. 1903-5

Chicago
Osage,Ia.
La Harpe
Chicago

A.B. (Lawrence u.) '86
Des Moines c., 1901-2

B.S. (Adrian c.) '05

Dixon

sp

8

Fletcher, John Storrs, 8
Fletcher, Thomas, s
Foster, John Edwin, a w sp
Friend, Hugo Morris, saw
Garrard, Thompson Theodore, Jr., a
Gorrell, George Washington, s
Grimm, Otto Frederick. a w sp
Grimson, Gudmundur 8 a w
Hatfield, William Henry, Jr., a w sp
Hayes, John, Jr., a w sp
Herskowitz, Albert, a w
Hook, Inghram Dickson, s
Hockett, Howard L., a
Hooper, Arthur Lorraine, a w sp
Hopkins, Albert Lafayette, sp
Hopkins, John Lamar, saw sp
Hoxie, Herbert Franklin, s
Hulser, Edward Hawkins, 8 a w sp
Hultman, Frank Magnus, a w sp

HOME ADDRESS

Grand Island, Neb.
West Union, la.

u.

Carter, Allan, a w sp
Cirkel, August, w
Clark, Ernest Willum, a w sp
Crum, Virgil, a w sp
Diehl, Harry Louis, a
Dixon, George Conard, a w 8p
Dodge, Paul Hunter, a w sp
Elston, Fred Carrol, a w sp

Feuling, Eugene Julius,

'01: Ph.D. (u. oj Chi

B.S. (Upper Iowa u.) '97; A.M. (Ibid.) '05

Senior

Black, George W., a w sp
Bowman, John F'ife, w sp
Boyer, Albert Lynn, s
Bruce, Charles Arthur, a w sp
Caldwell, Clarence Carey, 8
Callahan, Dennis Edward, 8
Carlisle, Kitto Stanley, a w sp
Carlson, Oscar William, a w sp

Enoch, Albert Blaine,

COLLEGE ATTENDED

A.B. (u. oj Nebraska)
cago) '05

8

w

8p

Senior (u. oj Chicago)
Senior (u. oj Minnesota) 1902-5
Senior (u. of Chicago)
M.Di. (Iowa State Normal c.) '04
B.S. (Dartmouth c.) '04: LL.B. (Grant u.) '05
B.S. (u. of Texas) '01

Goshen" Ind.
Duluth, Minn.
Ottumwa,la.
Ionia,Ia.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Houston, Tex.

A.B. (u. oj Chicago) '04
Ph.B. (u. oj Chwa.go) '06

La Moille

Forth Worth u.,1902-5

A.B. (Ohio

Wesleyan u.)

'03

Senior (u. oj Michigan) 1901-5
A.B. (u. oj North Dakota) '04
A.B. (u. Of Chicago) '04:

Chicago
Cooper, 'Tex.
Culver, Ind.
Alpena, Mich.
Milton, N. Dak
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
.

u.

RocheUe

u.

Oklahoma

oj Chicago, 1904-'S
oj Ohicago, 1904-5
Ph.B. (u. oj Chicago) '05
B.S. (Penn e.) '05
A. B. (Washington State c.) '03
A.B. (u. of Chicago) '05
A.B. (u. oj Mississippi) '96
Ph.B. (u. of Ohicago) '93; Ph.D. (Ibid.) '05
Ph.B. (Morningside e.) '05
Senior (u. of Chicago)

City, Okla.
Leavenworth, Kan.
Linden,la.
Johnson, Wash.
Hickory, Miss.
Hickory, Miss.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Auburn,la.
Omaha, Neb.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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DEGREE;

NAME

Johnson, Walter Murray, s
Lavadia, Catalino, s
Lawyer, Harmon Lee, s
Leary, William Henry, a w sp
Leffler, Shepherd, a w
Lenehan, Paul, a w sp
Lewis, Edwin Colby. 8
Liver, John Irving, a w sp
Lobb, Albert James, ,$

COLLEGE AT'J;'ENDED

HOME ADDRESS

Chicago
Laguna,

Senior (u. of Chicago)
A.B. (Ateneo de Manila) '97

A.B. (u. of Missouri) '04:
u. of Ohicago, 1004-5

Dubuque, Ia.

Lopez, Ramon Villanueva, a
Lyon, Sanford Avery, 8j})
Magee, Wayland Wells, a w sp
Marfin, Isaac Crouse, s
Matthews, William John, a w
Mendel. Herman, Jr., a w sp

A.B. (Monmouth c,) '03
Senior (u. of Chicago)

sp

Miller, Ralph Banton, a w sp
Mi tehell, Wayne DeFrees, a w sp
Montgomery, Orville Cooley, s
McDaniels, George Nelson, s
MacDonald, Torrance Hugh. a
McElroy, Charles Foster, a w sp
McMahon, George sp
Nelson, David Ation, 8
Nelson, Frank Daniel, 8
Paltzer, Charles Walter, a w sp
Paulson, Henry Olaus, w sp
Ponce, Alfonso Enrile, a w
James

Pinckney,

w

Monmouth

Chicago
Newark, O.
Goshen, Ind.
Pataskala, O.
St. Louis, Mo.

B.S. (Denison u.) '04
A.B. (Harvard IlL.) '00; A.M. (Ibid.) '00
B.S. (Kalamazoo c.) '04
A.B. (Butler,c.) '04:; A.M. (u. of Ohicago) '05
LL.B. (Ohicago-Kent c. of Law) '02

M t. Clemens, Mich.

Springfield
Chicago
Salt Lake City, Utah
Harlan,Ia.
Chicago
Mt. Horeb, Wis.
Baliwag, Bulakan, P. I.
Ruston, La.

of Chicago, 1899
Ph,B. (Des Moines c.) '01
Ph.B. ,Cu. ofChicaga) '05
A.B. (u. of Wisconsin) '05
A.B. (u. of Manila) '03
'1£.

A.B. (u. of Utah) '00; .Ph.M. (u, ef Ohicago)

Purdy, Vail Eugene, a w sp
Quirino, Ernesto Rivera, 8 a
w

w

sp

sp

sp

Centerville, Utah.
Franklin, Ind.
Omaha, Neb.
Cavayan, P. I.
Minneapolis, Minn.

'05
A.B. (Franklin c.) '04
Senior (u. oj Ohicago)
Oberlin c., 1904:-5

Senior (u. oj Minnesota) 1902-5
Mt. Holyoke C , 1887-91; Ph.B., (u of Chicago)
'99
A.B. (u. of Chicago) '06
•.

SuHivan,O.

'

Richter, Arthur William, 8 a w sp
Schenk, Frederick William, a w sp
Scott, Robert Bruce, a w 8p

Scott, Walter,
stp
Sentz, Channing Lovell, W
e
Sheneman, Roy,
Simon ton, IJ ames Wiggins,
Smith, James Kelly, s

Harvard
u.

u.

Blue Island

Chicago

f900-'2

of Wisconsin, 1891-3; Ph.B. (u. of Penn

Chicago

sylvania) '95

A.B, (Ohio Wesleyan '1£.) '05
A.B. (Oberlin c.) '05

a w

8p

.

a w

8p

Stearns, Tilden Hendricks, 8 a sp
Steven. Hiram Allen, a w sp
Swigert. Robert Guy, w 8p
Wenrich, Calvin Naftzinger s

Wiggins, Robert Lemuel, Jr

.•

s

Woolf. Walter Edward, a w sp
Wright, Isaac, Clark, s W sp
Zimmerman, Homer George,

a

A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
B. S.

{Indiana '1£.-) '03
(OUntonc.) '96
(Brown u) '03
(Wheaton c.) '04

Clinton, Ky.
Wilmot, N. H.
Wheaton

Burlington, Ia.

A.B. (Flranklin and Marshall c.)'02;

(Ibid.)

A.M.

'05

A.B. {Emory c.} '03

Heidelberg u., 1898-1905
A.B. (u. oj North Oa1.·olina) '05 j A.M. (Ibid.)
'05
u.

of Illinois, 1903-4;

'1£,

Chicago
Cleveland, O.
Walkerton, Ind.
Chicago

of Ohicago, 1904-5

North

Heidelberg,
Lumpkin, Ga.

Tiffin, O.

Coharie,

N. C.

Canton, O.

UNCLASSIFIED STUDENTS
HOME ADDRESS

NAME

Cullen,
Burns,
Edwards, Gasper, a w sp
William

O.

Huron, S. Dak.
Chicago
Chicago

sp

a w

Harrisburg,

Flemingsburg, Ky.
Panay, Iloilo, P. 1.

Ph.B. (Denison '1£.) '05
u. olOhicago, 1902-4

s

Pritchard, Norman Hathaway,
Reed, Horace Garner, a
Rice, Corinne Lelia, �;p

New

Ohicago)
A.B.
(Kentucky

Wesleyan e.) '91: A.M.
(lb.id.) '94
A.B. (Letran e.) '96; GraduateJLiceo Law
School, '00
Senior (u. of Chicago)
S.B. '( u. 0/ Chicago) '05

Pope,

Detroit, Mich.
Hartford, Wis.
Ripon, Wis.

A.B, (Yale u,) '01
'Senior (u. Of Wisconsin) 1901-5
A.B. (Ripon c.) '05
A.B. (Ohio Northern u.) '03; Senior (u. of

Long, Perry"J., a w sp.
Luman, Taylor Amos, 8

Porter, Nathan Tanper,

P. 1.
Lead ville Colo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Maryville, Mo.

A.B. (Olivet c.) '95; A.B. Cu. of Michigan) '01
A.B. (Amhers.t e.) '03

s

Oswego, Kan.
Sylvia, Kan.

Pa.

THE LAW SOHOOL
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STUDENTS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS TAKING LAW COURSES
NAME

DKGREE j

Bretz, Julian Pleasant, w
Bridgeman, Donald, Elliot,
Briggs, Larry, sp
Dodd, Walter Fairleigh, 8

a w

Driggs, Howard Roscoe, sp
Dubach, Otto Frederick, e
Faust, George Reinhard. w
Freeman, Harry Struble, sp
Garnett, Cyrus Logan, w sp
Hopkins, Alfred Lafayette, a
Hostetter, Earl DeWitt, a
Hulbert, James Root, w sp
Lyon, Sanford Avery, W
Morgan, Harry Dale, sp

HOME ADDRESS

Chicago
St. Paul" Minn.
Man ton, Mich.

..

Washington, D. C.
Pleasant. Grove,Utab
Colorado

'05

Senior

w

Jacksonville

(u. of Chicago)

Chicago

Hickory, Miss,

A.B. (u. of Chicago) '05
Junior c. (u. of Chicago)

Junior

Chicago
Chicago

(u. of Chicago)
Senior c. (u. of Chicago)
(Bradley Institute), 1902-4; Senior c. (u. of
Chicago)
Senior c. (.u. oj Chicago)
Junior c. (u. of Chicago)
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '05
Ph.B. (u. of Chicago) '99
A.B. (u. of North Dakota) '98;'Senior c. (u.
ofChteago)
Senior c. (16. of Chicago)

a w

Willett, Howard Levanselleer,

c.

(u. of Chicago)

c.

a

c.

SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE IN THE

'LA W SCHOOL,

Huron, S. Dak.
Peoria

Vincennes, Ind.
Ohicago
Trafalgar, Ind.
Sullivan, O.
Hatton, N. Dak.
Chicago
1905-6

Third-Year Students......

4:7

Students in Law School..

Second-Year Students...............

59

Students in other Departments
Courses...

First-Year Students.......

96

Unclassified Students....
TOTAL

IN

LAW SCHOOL

"

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

..

..

.

..

.

.

..

.

.

..

..

204

..

taking Law

20

Total...............

2

..

Springs, Colo.

Chicago

(u. of ChicOigo)

c.

Illinois c., 1902-'5; Senior

Senior

O'Donnell, Paul Maurice, w
Pfeiffer, George Stacey, a
Ragsdale, George Tilden, 8
Rice, Corinne Lelia, 8 a w
Stenmo, Albert,

COLLEGE ATTENDED

(William.Jewell c.) '99
(Hamlineu.) '03
(u of Michigan) '05
(Florida State c.) '98; B.S. (John B.
Stetson U!.) '01; Ph.D'. (u. Qf Chicago) '05
u. of Utah, 1895-7; u. of Ohtcago,1902-4, 1905-6
Ph.B. (Ottawau.) '98; Ph.M. (u.ofChicago)
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.

Repetitions

'

GRAND T,OT:AL..

20{

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

..•

•

•

•

•

•

•.•

•.

••.

224:
3

221

COLLEGES REPRESENTED BY STUDENTS IN THE. LAW SCHOOL, 1905-1906"
Adrian College
Amherst College
Ateneo de Manila
Beloit College
Boston College

-

-

-

Brigham Young College
Brown University
Butler College
Carthage College
University of Chicago

1

•

-

-

-

•

Emory College
Fort Worth University
Franklin College
•

-

•

-

-

-

Franklin and Marshall College
Friends University
Grand Island College
Hanover College»
Harvard University
-

-

-

-

•

Heidelberg Unive!rsity

University of illinois·
Illinois Wesleyan University
Indiana: University

-

Iowa State Normal College
Kalamazoo College

2
63

-

-

Iowa

3
2
1
1
1
3

-

Clinton College
Coe College
Colorado College
Cornell College
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Denison University
Des Moines College
Drake University

1
1

-

.

1
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
6
1

7
1
5

College

-

University of Iowa

-

-

-

•

Kentucky Wesleyan College
Kenyon College"
Knox College.
Latter Da.;t_Saints College
Lawrence University
Letran College
Lombard College
-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

•

-

-

University of Manila
Marietta College
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi.
University of Missouri
•

-

•

•

-

Monmouth College

Morningside ColJege

-

-

Mount Holyoke College
University of Nebraska
University of North Caeolina
University of North Dakota
-

Oberlin College
Ohio Northern University
Ohio State University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Olivet Collage
-

-

-

•

-

-

•

Otterbein University·
Penn College
University of Pennsylvania
-

-

•

1

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Princeton University
Purdue University

1

Valparaiso College
University of Washington

1
1

5
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2

2

•

-

.

Southwestern University
University of Texas
University of Toronto
Union Christian College
Upper iowa University
University of Utah

1
1
2

-

-

f

•

1
4
3

-

1

•

-

1
1
1
1
6
2
2
1

Washington State College

Wheaton College
Williams College
University of Wisconsin
University of Wooster
Yale University
Yankton College

.

-

-

-

-

'Fotal

-

-

•

Repetitions (deduct)

•

Total College Students
Graduates of Normal Schools of
•

•

Collegiate Bank"

Non-C'ollege'Students

1

Total in Law School

1

2

•

•

3
1
1

1

•

-

Ripon College
University of South Dakota

Number of Colleges

201
20

181
3
184
20

...

-

2G4

8i

Besides candidates for the degree of J.D., the above list includes 21 candidates for the degree 0·' LL.B. who have had two or
of college work, and 7 who have had one year. Students from other colleges whose work in the University has been
entirely in the Law School are credited to their former colleges only, though they may have obtained an academic degree from
*

more years

the Universrtz,
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THE SUMMER

QUA.RTE)R, 1906

The University of Chicago Law 'School continues its regular courses of instruction through the Summer
Quarter., Full work is provided for both beginning and advanced students. The latter may continue their
work during the summer, thus shortening the calendar time for the three-year course without reducing the
period of .actual residence; and beginning students may commence the study of law in the summer, to be con
tinued either in the Autumn Quarter or in the next Summer Quarter. The summer work affords a special
opportunity to teachers who wish to study law, to students in other law schools who wish to do extra work, and
to young practitioners who desire systematically to pursue particular subjects. The courses announced below

will be found described in numerical order on pp. 8-10 of this Announcement.
The Summer Quarter begins June 16 and ends August 31. The First Term ends July 25; the Second
Term

begins July

With the

26.

permission
only,

of the

Dean,

courses

continuing through both Terms of the Quarter

may be taken for the First Term

PROFESSIONAL COURSES

3A.

FIRST TERM

SECOND TERM

FIRST YEAR

FIRST YEAR

Property.-Gray,
II (2d ed.'

Cases

on

Propertu, Vois. I and
DM.

9:00 and 11:30

60A. Criminal Law.-Beale, Oases on Criminal Law.
DM. 9:00 and 11:30
PROFESSOR

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KALES
7. Persons

(Part I).-Woodruff,
(2d ed.)

Oases

on

Relations

Domestic

M.

7. Persons

(Pad II).-Woodruff,
'(2d ed.),

PROFESSOR ABBOTT

Quasi Cfl1l1tracts.-Woodruff, Oases
DM.

tracts.

on

M.

on

Quasi Con-

Insurance.-Wambaugh, Cases

Insurance.

on

DM.

10:30 and 2:30

10:30 and 2:30

JUDGE MCCLAIN
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